The Magic of Winter
in Montreal
3 days / 2 nights

387

From

$

Promotion : 3 Night Free
rd

*

For stays before April 30, 2021

Regular price: $499

Double occupancy - Valid for stays from January 3
to March 14/2021
*The Explore Quebec on the Road discount is only valid for
Quebec residents. Proof of residency will be required at the
time of reservation

Montreal buzzes with culture, festivals,
gastronomy and shopping! With its different
neighbourhoods, the metropolis has something
for everyone. Whether you feel like strolling the
cobblestone streets of Old Montreal, tasting
fresh pasta in Little Italy or strolling through one
of its many museums, Montreal is sure to please
you. Take advantage of this promotion and treat
yourself to the well-known Queen Elizabeth for
your stay in the city.
This 2-night package includes great activities to
help you discover this magnificent city.

The package includes:
• 3 days / 2 nights in a Fairmont room at
Queen Elizabeth;
• 2 breakfasts;
• 1 ticket to the Grande-Roue of Montreal;
• 1 admission to the Grévin Museum.

Day 1
Arrive at the Fairmont Queen Elizabeth and check into
your Fairmont room. Why not head to the legendary
Old Montreal and let yourself be amazed by its
European atmosphere? From Place Jacques Cartier
to the romantic alleyways, the neighborhood offers a
plethora of restaurants.
Before or after your dinner, hop aboard the the
Montreal Ferris Wheel to admire the spectacular view
of the city. The Montreal Ferris Wheel, the tallest facility
of its kind in Canada - allows you to view the city from
a height of 60 meters, the equivalent of a 20-storey
building.
Return to your hotel.
Overnight: Fairmont Queen Elizabeth.
* The 3rd free night does not include breakfast but it is available at a supplement
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The Magic of Winter in Montreal - 3 days / 2 nights

Day 2
Breakfast at the hotel.
This morning, at the time of your choice, head to
the Musée Grévin. Located on the 5th floor of the
Montreal Eaton Centre, the Grévin Museum is the city’s
must-see tourist attraction. Grévin Montréal invites
you to discover more than 125 celebrities from here
and elsewhere, from yesterday to today. From Celine
Dion to Maurice Richard, Einstein and Barack Obama,
meet incredible people in impressive settings. Take
the opportunity to have lunch at Time Out Market,
Montreal’s new culinary destination of choice, featuring
the best chefs, the most famous restaurants, the most
chic bars and the best of the city’s artistic and cultural
talent, all under one roof.
Continue your tour of the city at your leisure. There’s
no shortage of activities in Montreal, so you’ll have
time to explore the city at your own pace. Here are
a few suggestions: Take a tour of downtown in a

double-decker bus, take a stroll through underground
Montreal, take a walk to the Mont-Royal and climb up
the hill to admire the view or stroll along the Plateau
and Mont-Royal Avenue.
Rest of the day free.
Overnight: Fairmont Queen Elizabeth.

Day 3
Breakfast at the hotel. Why not dedicate this morning
to Christmas shopping in the underground city?

Promotion : 3rd Night Free*

Rates 3 days / 2 nights

For stays before April 30, 2021
Price per person
Single occupancy

Rates

November 1, 2020 to
January 2, 2021 and from
March 15 to April 30, 2021

$ 869

EQ Price > $ 674

From January 3 to March 14, 2021

$ 835

EQ Price > $ 649

Please ask us for rates for additional nights
Holder of a Quebec permit #703430

Price per person
Double occupancy

Price per person
Triple occupancy

$ 519

$ 439

EQ Price > $ 403

EQ Price > $ 341

$ 499

$ 429

EQ Price > $ 387

EQ Price > $ 333

Price per person
Quad occupancy

$ 399

EQ Price > $ 309

$ 319

EQ Price > $ 249

* The 3rd free night does not include breakfast but can
be purchased for a supplement.

EQ = Price after Explore Quebec on the road discount *The Explore Quebec on the road discount applies only to Quebec residents.
Proof of residence must be provided at the time of reservation.
“ Our agency is committed to respecting and enforcing all measures and instructions issued by the Institut national de la santé publique du Québec, which are integrated into our intervention plan for Covid-19. The service providers used
in the Explore Québec packages have also signed this commitment to comply with health measures. It is our responsibility to ensure that the service providers are open at the time of the client’s trip. The agency reserves the right to
modify the packages in the event of the closure or non-reopening of service providers initially included, by proposing equivalent solutions to clients.”
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